IN

Delivering a rising body-rip to the
stomach from close range...

. . . Sensei Kardas then seizes the
opp0nent's gi and turns his hips sharply,
unbalancing his opponent and loading
up his own left leg. . .

...to bury a powerful kick inside his
0pponent's near thigh, pulling him into
it for greater impact.

Controlling his opponent's neck,
Kardas then reloads
his left leg. . .

))
...and drives
a knee-strike
into the head or
midsection of his
opponent, again
pulling him into
the strike.

...and finishes

with a powerful
round-kick to
the opponent's
head, striking

with the shin.

back in hospital, with his
surgeon prepanng to reverse
the reconstruction rn an
attempt to save the leg.
"I remember sayrng to my
I will never
wife, 'That is it
be able to train again. What I
am going to do with the dojo?"'
Sensei Kardas would spend
another two weeks in hospital
recovering from his fourth
surgery and being administered

powerful intravenous antibiotics.
His time alone in the hospital
ward resulted in plenty of
reflection on his goals and
what he needed to do to
get his life back on track.
"I could not glve up
something that was a part of
me for most of my life. It was
a part of my personality. How
can you Just stop being who
you are? I made a decision
to challenge myself and do
what I needed to do to get
back to full training again."
The rehabilitatron process
would understandably prove
to be a challenge. However,
Kardas attributes his experiences
in Enshin with giving him the
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tools to mentally and physically
prepare for the ordeal. As
Kancho Joko Ninomiya puts
it, "The challenge is never
finished, although we are always
working towards making it
so. The unfinished state is a
source of motivation and it
reminds all Enshin karateka that
perfection is to be aimed for
even if it cannot be achieved."
Sensei Kardas is in no
doubt as to the importance
of his martial arts training
and its continuing role

in his rehabilitation.
"Through the discipline of
daily practice, training in the
martial arts strengthens your
mind and body," he says. "The
experience of pushing your
body to exceed itself gives
the martial artist strength of
character and determination
to overcome any obstacle. A
person that has trained many
years in the martial arts learns
how to better deal with setbacks,
whether they are physical or
emotional. It is through these
challenges that we face in life
that our spirit is strengthened."

In his endeavour to return
to training, Sensei Kardas
undertook rehab with his
physio, assisted by u hinged
brace. Rehabilitation focused on
upper-body strength as well as
strengthening the leg muscles
in order to compensate for the
lack of an ACL in his right knee.
Soon he was conducting classes
as normal every day with the
help of his brother and senior
students, Scott Thompson,
Omar Videl-Moscoso and Pat
Le Gall. A return to training,
albeit modified, understandably
went against doctor's orders
he had been advised

-to cease karate training

in

order to prevent a possible
reoccurrence of the injury.
"Ary surgeon or doctor
would advise a person who
has gone through the amount
of surgeries that I have, to
think about slowing down or
completely stopping such a
physically demanding discipline
as karate," says Kardas. "My
surgeon didn't order me to
stop, but he did say to me that
he would prefer if I retired

from my karate training. He
thought my body had gone
through enough and was it
worth the risk of sustaining
another injury in the future?"
The sensei is quick to
point out the importance of
smart, modified training when
recovering from injury but says
that martial artists can indeed
return to the dojo as long as
precautions and common
sense are applied. Listening to
one's body is key, he advises.
"During the period while
I was recovering from the
infection, my training was
definitely modified. I was
very cautious, as my knee was
not stable. My progression
was one of small steps and
as I felt improvement in
strength and stability, I would
push a little more. If I wasn't
confident or was sore on any
particular day,I would back
off. I listened to my body.
"I just wanted to get back
to full training agarn, and I
think it gets back to the core
of why we train: to challenge
ourselves, to overcome adversity,

and to prevail when the odds
are stacked against you."
As martial artists, we are
gifted with the fact that so many
elements make up our respective

rotation while imagining I was
completing the full extension of
the kick in my mind. I practised
a lot of stance work and found
it greatly benefited -y stability

combat disciplines. Like pieces

and the strength in my legs."

in a puzzle, the elements work
together to form an integrated

Some training exercises
also cross over into the
Sensei's rehabilitation regime,

system, and the beauty of this,
says Kardas, is that the injured
martial artist may often be able
to separate the elements in order
to keep working. He firmly
believes that martial artists

shouldn't let injury setbacks
completely halt their training,
and breaks down his process for
working around such situations:
"There are so many elements
that make up martial arts;
therefore, there is always
something you can train. If you
have a sore leg, you can work on
punches; if you have an injury
to your hand, then you can
concentrate on kicks or kata.
There is always something to
be done to improve strength or
technique. There is no excuse
to completely stop training. "
With a focus on basics
and simulation, the sensei's

modified training regime
included a variety of exercises.
"I would train a lot on
the heavy bag, again with
structured rounds, only
working my hands and
elbows, initially with limited
footwork around the bag. But
as my leg got stronger I was
able to move more freely, and
eventually, some months later,
was able to incorporate kicking
techniques. I also practised a lot
of basic technique and would
simulate kicking technique;
I would perform all the hip
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in essence killing two birds
with one kick, so to speak.
"Some unconventional

training I did on a regular
basis was hopping on my
injured leg while throwing a
tennis ball against a wall and
catching it. This is designed to
develop stability in the joint.
Resistance-band training was
also a big part of my rehab
and, eventually, running. I
approached all this training

with caution in mind, just

as

when you are first getting into
little by little."
a hot bath
With his- passion well and
truly invested in his students at
Enshin Kaikan, the Black-belt
believes that the conditioning
of body and mind occurs

naturally with martial training
and the practices at Enshin are

no different from most other
disciplines in this reg ard.
"Everything a martial artist
does from the moment they
walk in the dojo and bow on
all the minuscule
the mats
- are trained over
details that
and over agarn, the physical
conditioning, the sweat that
is left on the dojo floor after
a training session, getting
back up when you think you
can't, the years and years of
repetition
this is what builds
one's mind and
and strengthens
body. It doesn't matter what

martial art you dedicate yourself
to, this is one thing that we
all have in common. I am sure
every senous martial artist can
relate to what I am saying."
Sensei Kardas emphasises
the importance of his own
instructor, Enshin founder
Kancho Joko Ninomrya rn
his development not only as
a martial artist, but also as a
human being. Hrs mentor was
also on hand to provide words
of encouragement during
Kardas' arduous rehabilitation.
"Kancho Ninomrya and
Sensei Masuda (all-Japan chief
instructor) offered words of
support and encouragement,
which I appreciated. Kancho

has been a huge influence

rn my Journey so far. His
technique and skills as a
martial artist are second to
none. I feel extremely lucky
to have Kancho as a teacher
and mentor," says Kardas.
K.y to his teacher's influence
is the example he sets. "Kancho
definitely leads by example,"
adds Kardas. "He trarns every
duy, with his personal training
consisting of early morning
runs, rntense pad work, heavybag training, weight training,
as well as both mahiwara
[striking post] and sabaki
training, as I witnessed and
participated in when I was
receiving my training at honbu."
When asked about
memorable experiences with
Kancho Ninomiya that were
turmng pornts rn his journey
as a martial artist, rt rs not a
quote or lesson that comes to
Kardas' mind. He recalls the
actions of a fellow student and

how it continues to inspire
him and provide a reminder
of how fortunate he is.
"Michael Miles was in a
serious car accident that left
him paralysed from the waist

down and with limited use of
his arms and hands. In 1989,
Michael started training in
Enshin karate. During my stay
at honbu I had the privilege
of meeting him and witnessed
his training with Kancho. Mr
Miles would train with Kancho
numerous times a week.
Before his arrival, we would
lay plywood on the mats so he
could manoeuvre his motorised
wheelchair and practise his
sabaki technique with Kancho."
In March 201 1, Sensei Kardas
returned to hospital to undergo
his sixth and final surgery
another reconstruction on his
right knee. With the unwavering
support of his wife, Josie, and
"11 was
their two children
through them that I was able
overcome this obstacle," says
he has made a strong
Kardas
recovery and is nearing the
end of his rehabilitation. With
no signs of a reoccurrence of
the infection that threatened
his career in martial arts, the
students at Enshin Kaikan can
rest assured their teacher isn't
going anywhere. It's certainly
going to take more than a
creaky right knee to keep
Kardas off the dojo mats.
"I am training at pretty
much full pace again, although
still being cautious when
sparring with firm contact,"
he says. "I am looking forward

to returning to Japan next
year,

fully fit and healthy"

r

